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·CHAPTER XXV OF THE LAWS OF TBE GREAT TS'ING DYNASTY.
CRIMINAL LA.WS. -

REBELLION, ROBBERY AND THEFT, Ill.
ON OPENING GRAVES

· First
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Fun~mental

Article.
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»Every person who opens a grave belonging to others and renders
the coffin or tbe vault visible, shall receive one hundred blows with
the long stick and be deported for life to a distance of 8000 miles.
Should he have opened the co~n or the vault and rendered the
corpse visible, he shall be strangled, after previously being kept in
jail to await (the confirmation of his sentence by the higher authorities). And he who has opened a grave without reaching the coffin or
the vault , shall be punished with one hundred ·blows with the long
stick and three years' banishment. - The same punishments shall
be inflicted if only an evoked soul were buried in the grave 1 • Accessories to the crime shall be liable to a punishD,lent one degree
less severe.
»If a cqffin containing a corpse be stolen out of a grave of old
date which has become open or has caved in, or if such a coffin
be stolen before provisory burial or burial for good, t~e perpetrat1 This clause is interesting , liS it shows that the law for the protection of the
dead is chiefly intended to protect the soul , which cannot subsist without the body. .
Compare pp. 847 sqq.
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ors shall receive ninety blows with the long stick and be banished
for. two years and a half. Should they have opened the coffin and
rendered the corpse visible, they shall · also be strangled (Comp.
page 881, the sixth supplementary . article).
>~In case of theft of implements and objects, bricks and stones
(from a grave)~ the culprits must be punished as in ordinary cases
of theft, according to the value of the thing~ appropriated 1 ; but
they need not be branded •.
Seoond Fundamental Article.
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»Should a:n mferior or junior member of a family have opened
. the grave of a~relation who held a higher rank in the family or was
older than himself, and for whom he has, or ~ad, to w:ear mourning
in one of the five degrees, he shall be put on trial just 1\S if he had
opened the grave of a. person to whom he was not related. If he
has opened the 99.ffin or the vault and rendered the corpse visible , he ·
shall be beheaded, after having been kept in prison until his s~ntence
has been confirmed by the higher authorities. This punishment shall
be inflicted also in case he has th'rown the corpse a.way and sold .
the · burial ground ; moreover, the buyer , and th.e broker or go1 A list of punishments to be inflicted upon thieves ~n proportion to the value
of the stolen goods is ~ven in cnapter 24 of the Code, §
2 Ordinary thieves hre branded on the upper part of the right arm with the
characters
»theft'~. A recidivist receives a second brand on the left arm,
and if a man who has ali-eady been branded twice is convicted of theft a third time,
he is to be condemned io strangulation. See chapter 24 ~f the Code, § • .Jgt.
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between who has effected the sale sh~ll both · be _punished with
eighty blows with the long stic"k -if they were aware of the circumstances of the case; . ~he purchase-money shall be ,seq~estered and
confiscated to the profit of the magistracy, and the ground be given
back to the m~mbers of the clan to which the deceased belonged.
But if either the buyer or broker has aeted unwittingly, he shall
not be punished.
>>If a higher or senior member of a .family has opened the grave
of an inferior or junior relation, he shall, if he · has opened the
coffin or the vault and rendered the corpse visible, be punished
. with one hundred blows with the·long stick and three years· banishment if he had to mourn for the dead in the fifth d~o-ree. But
should · the dead person be such a relation of his in the fourth
or a higher degree of mourning, the punishment is' to be reduced
,
one degree for each higher degree of mourning •. .
"Paternal grandparents or parents who open .the grav~ of their
grandchild or child and· open the coffin, so that th~ corpse becomes
visible, shall be punished with eighty blows with the long stick.
.. >>(In ail the cases provided for by . this article) neither the
superior and senior relations , nor the inferior and junior kinspeople commit any punishable. crime · when they transfer the dead
into atiother grave for valid reasons, with observance of the established
rites.
.
T~d

Fundamental .A.rtiole.
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·1. That is to say, .if the dead were to be mourned for by the peqietrator in the · .
fourth degree, the punishment shall amount to 90 blows and 21/t years:.banil!hment; ·
and if his moul'Ding were in the third ·or the ~nd degree , the punishment shall
be 80 blows and 2 years, or 70 blows and 1.'/2 years. Compare our remarks on
page 567, and the list of punishments given at the foot of -that page.
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"Whoever mangles the corpse of a member of another family,
or oasts it into the water, shall be punished with one hundred blows
with the long stick and be transported for life to a region three
thousand miles distant. And he who mangles or casts away the still
unburied corpse of a superior or senior member of his family for
whom he must wear mourning in one of the five degrees, shall be
decapitated, but previously be kept in jail until his sentence has
been confirmed by the higher authorities. Each of these punishments
is to be reduced one degree if the corpse thrown away were not
lost in consequence of the crime, or when the man~ling only caused
injury to the hair.
>>He who mangles or casts away the dead body of an inferior or
junior relation of his for whom he must mourn in one of the five
degrees, shall be punished· as if he had committed the same crime
against a person who is not a member of his family, but with a
reduction of one degree for each higher degree of mourning.
»Mangling or throwing away the corpse of a son or grandson
shall be punished with eighty blows with the long stick. But any
child or grandchild who commits the same offence against his
or her paternaf grandparent or parent, and any male or female
slave who mangles or throws away the dead body of his or her
master, or any hired workman who commits such an offence against
his employer, shall be beheaded, after previously being kept in jail
until the sentence has been confirmed by the higher authorities,
neither the nature of the mutilations, nor the loss of the corpse
m consequence of the crime being taken into account in such an
event.
Fourth· Fundamental Article.
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»He who, while digging in the earth, finds a corpse which has
no owner, and does not forthwith cover it· up with earth, shall
receive !3ighty blows with the long stick.
· »Should any person smoke foxes out of a grave which belongs to
others , and thereby set fire to the coffin or the vault , he shall be
punished with eighty blows with the long stick and be banished
for two years. If the corpse is burnt, he shall · receive a hundred
blows and be banished for three years. If the corpse he that of a
superior or senior member of his family for whom he must mourn
in any of the five degrees, each of these punishments shall be
increased one degree for each higher degree of mourning; but if
an inferior or junior relation of his be buried in the grave , the
punishment shall be in proportion to the mourning which the
perpetrator must observe for him, that is to say, it will be the
same as is inflicted in the case of a corpse belonging to another.
f~~.mily, but with tho reduction of one degree for each higher degree
of mourning..
» ~f a son or grandson smokes a fox out of the grave of one of
his parents or paternal grandparents, or if a slave or slave woman
does such a thing in the grave of his or her master, or a hired
workman in that of his employer, the culprit shall receive one
hundred blows with the long stick. Should the coffin or the vault
have suffered by the fire, the punishment shall be one hundred
of such blows and three years banishment ; and if the corpse be
burnt , strangulation shall be inflicted, the culprit being previously
kept in jail till the sentence has been confirmed by the liigher
authorities.
Fifth

Fundamental Article.
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» Whosoever levels another's grave even with the ground and

converts it into a field or garden , shall receive one hundred blows
with the long Stick I though he may DOt have rendered the cOffin Or
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the vault visible. Moreover he shall be ordered to put it into good
condition again (Comp: p. 894, the seventeenth supplementary article).
»Any one who fraudule.ntly inters a corps~ in a grave-ground
owned by another; shall be liable. to. a punishment of eighty blows
with the long stick and be compelled to remove the body elsewhere
within a fixed time;
Sixth Pundamental Article.
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»When a person is found d~d within the precincts of a place,
the headman of the village and the people living in the neighbourhood shall be punished with eighty blows with the long stick
should they neglect to inform the magistrates of the fact , that
these latter rr-a.y hold an inquest, or if they arbitrarily transfer the
corpse to another spot, or bury it. H the corpse is in consequence
lost , the chief culprits among them shall receive one hunqred blows,
and should it be mutilated (by others) or cast into the water, they
shall then receive sixty blows and be banished for one year. Should
it be cast away, but not lost, or the hair only be injured, a punishment one degree less severe, that is to say, one hundred blows
with the long stick, shall be inflicted upon them.
»If in such a case people have stolen the clothes from the corpse.
they may be tried for ordinary theft and the punishment be fixed
in accordance with the "alue of the things appropriated; but they
need not be branded 1•

The above fundamental articles have been completed, partly modified and sharpened by sundry supplementary articles, enacted at
different periods. Some earlier editions of the Code contain a few
of such articles which are sought for in vain in later editions. We give
them as found in an edition published in 1882, the latest reprint
at our disposal.
1 See notes 1 and 2 at the foot of page 869.
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First Supplementary Article.
(Dating from 1870)
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>>If the grave of an ordinary person has been dug up, the coffin
opened and the corpse rendered visible, the chief culprits shall be
condemned to decapitation with the sword, and their execution
not be postponed (for confirmation of the sentence by the higher
authorities). As for the accomplices: without taking into consideration how many times they have joined in such a crime, they
shall be condemned to · strangulation and be kept in jail till th·eir
sentence has been confirmed by the higher authorities (Comp. the
· first" fundamental article).
•> He who has opened a grave and rendered the coffin visible , then
sawn a seam or made- a hole in it and extracted clothes and ornaments
from it even without laying bare the corpse, shall, if he has acted as
chief ctl.lprit, be condemned to strangulation and be executed without
awaiting confirmation of his sentence by the higher au(horities.
All his accomplices shall likewise be sentenced to strangulation, and
be confined in jail until their sentence has been confirmed by the
higher authorities.
·
·
» When graves have been dug up, the coffins opened and the
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corpses rendered visible, all the accomplices who have assisted the
, chief culprits by laying hands <:>n the graves and opening the coffins shall, without the number of time8 they have committed such
an act being taken into consideration, at the autumnal revision of
their sentence (by .the· high provincial authorities) be ranked among
the criminals whose cases are properly verified (and whose sentence
consequently need not be sent up to the Metropolis for Imperial
confirmation). And those who, without having been actively engaged
in the crime, have been present as spectators, shall, if they have
been present on on~ or two such occasions, be ranked (at the said
revision) among the criminals whose execution must be delayed,
- (their sentence having to be sent up to Peking for confirmation);
but if they have been present on three or more occasions, they
shall be ranked among those whose cases are properly verified.
>>And in case graves have been opened, the coffins rendered
visible and seams have been sawn or holes made therein, then the
accomplices who have assisted in cutting and sawing shall, if they
have committed the crime on three or more occasions, be ranked at
the provinc~ revision among the criminals whose cases are properly
verified; but if they have rendered themselves guilty thereof only once
or twice, they shall be ranked among those whose execution must
be delayed. And those who, without having geen actively engaged
in the crime, have been present as spectators, shall, if they have
been pres!'lnt on six occasions, be ranked among the criminals whose
cases are properly verified; and if they have been present on from
one to . five occasions , they shall be classed amongst those whose
execution is to be delayed until the Imperial confirmation of their
sentence has been given.
·
"If the grave of an ordinary person has been dug up, so that
the c.offin or vault has become visible, the chief culprits shall be
transported for life to a province not · far distant 1, but if they are
fifty or over fifty years old, they shall be transported for life to an
adjR.Cent province. The accomplices shall receive one hundred blows
with the long stick and be banished for three years (Comp. the first
fundamental article).
1 The provinces or departments, near or f"r-off, where convicts condemned to
lifelong banishment are to be sent, are enumerated for each provin~ sepal"lltely in
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chapter 5 of the Code, §§
!fj: -}j and
~~~
-}j . Convicts contlemned to tempol"llry banishment are not. sent out of their province.
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Second Supplementary Artiole.
(Dating from 1821)
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» H a person has once or twice stolen a coffin containing a

corpse, which was not yet temporarily buried or buried for good,
and has then sawn a seam or made a hole in it, he shall, if he
has acted as. chief culpri~, be punished . with one hundred blows
with the long stick and three years banishment. Should he have
committed such a crime three times, he shall be banished for four
years; if four or five times, he ·shall ha banished tor life to a
distant province; and if. he has ·committed the offence six or more
times, he shall be banished for ever to the remotest province where
a malarious climate reigns (Kwangtung).
» As for the accomp~ices : ·if they have joined in the crime
once or twice, they shall be liable to ninety blows with the long
stick and banishment for two years and a half. H they have done
80 three times, they shall receive one hundred blows and be
banished . for three years, and if four or five times, the banishm.ent
shall lRSt for four years. Should they have joined in such. a crime
six or seven times, they shall be sent into lifelong banishment to a
·. distant provincA, and if they have done 80 eight or more times,
they .shall be sent into lifelong banishment in the remotest province
where IQ.alarious climate reigns.

a

Third Supplementary Artiole.
(Dating. from 1806)
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>>Any slave, e1ther male or female, who has opened the grave
of his or her master, or ·any .hired · workman who has opened
that of his employer, the work being commenced, b11t the coffin
not yet being rendered visible, shall, if he (or she) has acted as
chief culprit, be st.angled, being previously kept in prison for
the confirmation of the sentence by the higher authorities. The
accomplices shall be sent into lifelong banishment in a province
not far distant.
>>Should the coffin or vault have become visible in. such a case,
the chief culprits shall· be strangled and their execution not be
postponed till the sentence has been confirmed. And their accomplices too ·shall be executed in the same way, being previously
detained in prison for confirmation of their sentence by the higher
authorities.
>>And if th{) coffin or vault. has been opened and the corpse has
become visible, the chief culprits shall be decapitated without awaiting
revision of their sentence, and their heads be exposed on stakes as
a warning to the public. The accompliceS too shall be liable to decapitation, but shall be kept in prison to await confirmation of their
sentence by the higher authorities.
>>Finally, if the corpse has been mutilated, thrown away, beaten,
or tossed about, both the chief culprits and the accomplices shall
be beheaded; their execution shall not be postponed for confirmation
of their sentence, and their heads shall be exposed as a warning
to the public.
»If, in the above cases, there be among the chief culprits and .
the accomplices elders of the family 'of the dead person, or superior
and inferior relations of his, or members of other families, each one
must be severally sentenced , in his capacity o.f chief culprit or accomplice, in accordance with the mourning which he must observe
for the dead person, or in accorda]lce with the circumstance of his
being no relation to the same. .

57
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*

4th sub-statute appended to
statute 276 (發塚)，in 1735,
modified 1778

Fourth Supplementary Article.
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»If some one, coveting another's burial ground which brings
good luck (to the offspring), has. fraudulently dug up a grave of
ancient date, at:td the descendants . of that dead person lodge a
complaint against him with the magistrates, who, on investigating the
case, find incontestable proofs of the crime, the perpetrator thereof
shall be condemned to strangulation in accordance with the fundamental law against opening coffins and rendering visible the corpses
therein contained, and be imprisoned until his sentence has been
confirmed by the higher authorities (See the first fundamental article).
»Should there, ho.wever, be no offspring of that dead person,
or no incontestable proofs exist that the old grave is really that of
some person of former times, and it should appear that 'people, on
seeing a burial performed in a place where there was a heap of ·
earth, have pretended without good reasons that it was a grave of
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a remote ancestor of theirs, bringing with them bad folks of the same
sort as themselves to lodge a complaint in concert with them and to
bear witness with them, for the purpose of plunging innocent folks
into grief a.nd trouble - in such a case, after the truth has been
properly ascertained , the chief culprits shall be sentenced according
~ the law which provides for cases of false accusation against others
when the sentence of death has not yet been executed, that is to
say, they shall be punished with· one ·hundred blows with· the long
stick and transportation for life to a distance of 3000 miles 1. And
their accomplices shall each bti sentenced in accordance with the law
which contains provisos against accomplices in false complaints.
>>But, if ·the grave be really that ·of a remote ancestor of the
·party concerned, and this ancestor has been dug up by others and
another corpse fraud~ently buried in his place, ·- it then this ·
second coffin be dug up (by the original owners of the grave) and ·
cast away, they shall be punished with sixty blows with the long
stick, in accordance with the law against sons or grandsons who,
should their grandparents or parents be killed, do not enter a
complaint with tb.e authorities, but, takin~ the law into their own
hands, slay the murderer.
» 'Sh6uld the parties who ha:ve buried the corpse in a ·fraudulent
manner not have unearthed the old· corpse or done any .damage to
the same, but simply performed the burial in the immediate proximity of the tumulns, then the original owners snail, if they have
dug out the second r.orpse without authorisation, be senteneed according to the fundamental law which provides against those who, when
a persOn is found dead within the precincts of a place, do not
inform the magistrates thereof, but arbitrarily transfer the corpse
to another spot (sixth fundamental art.). And if thereafter the corpse
or the s}celeton be mutilated (by others), or cast away, they shall
be sentenced according to the fundamental law which provides
against those who, when a person is found dead within the
precincts of a place, transfer the corpse to another spot, in consequence of which it is mutilated or cast away (see the sixth
fundamental art.).
»If the fraudulent burial has not been performed in a burial ground,
but simply in a field, meadow or garden, and the owner of this
ground has dug up the grave, opened · the coffin , and ·rendered the
corpse visible, he shall be cond~mned to strangulation, in accord1 Comp. Chapter lJO of the Code, § ~ ~

(
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ance with the fundamental law (art. I). But if he has not opened
the coffin or rendered the corpse visible, his sentence shall be reduced by Qne degree of punishment, likewise in accordance with
the fundamental law (art. I).
»If both parties are relations by consanguinity or affinity, so that
there exist mourning ties between the· corpse in the damaged grave or
coffin and the perpetrators, each one of the latter shall be sentenced
in accordance with the gradations of mourning as fixed by law.
Fifth Supplementary Article.
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,, If - apart from the case when people, without valid reasons,
take ·a buried coffin out of a ·grave and burn it, which is a crime
that must be punished in accordRnce with the ·supplementary articles - it should occur that obstacles are laid in the way of a burial
becaus~ the ground is in dispute , and yet s~ch burial be arrogantly
performed in those grounds after the parties have opened a coffin
therein buried , placed t4e remains in an urn and interred them ,
they shall also be punished according to the· (first and second)
fundamental articles which contain provisos against opening coffin~,
rendering corpses visible and mutilating them.
.
;) Should any person secretly bury other bones under a tumulus
which he has thrown up for that purpose, and then falsely
pretend that the ·spot is a patrimonial possession of his , it
shall be inquired into whether this burial has taken place by an
abuse of authority, and the culprit in this case shall be punished
according to the fundamental law which provides against forcible
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appropriation of grounds reserved by the Government or belonging
.to the people 1. »If, however, the enquir.y brings to light that the deed was done
in an underhand, clandestine manner, t.he culprit shall be punished
according to the (fifth) fundamental article which provides against
burying corpses stealthily in the burial grounds of others. And if he
has thus encroached upon a grave of the other party, he shall be
punished according to the (first) fundamental article which provides
against digging up other· people's graves.
»In .case it is dis09vered that the culprit has been seduced by
geomancers to commit the act, they shall be punished according
to the fundamental law which provides against inducing people by
bad suggestions to transgress the laws 1 . The local authorities also
shall, according to the supplementary articles, be included in the
case and punished, ·should they have hushed up, evaded or connived
at such a crime, or neglected to investigate it with promptitude.
Sixth. Supplementary Article.
(Puaed in 1821)
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»They who have stolen a coffin containing a corpse not yet buried
temporarily or for good, and also they who have dug up a grave that
had become open or had caved in with age, shall, if they have not
opened the coffin or the vault , be sentenced to one hundred blows with
the long stick and three years banishment (Comp. the first fundamental
art. and the second supplementary art.). Their accomplices shall
receive ninety blows and be banished for two years and a half.
>> Should they have opened the coffin and rendered the corpse

iitt Jl ffi

.

1 To be found in chapter 9 of the Code, §
~ It stipulates one
hundred blows with the long stick, followed by lifelong banishment in a country
three thousand miles awa}'·
2 This law, contained in chapter 32 of the Code, stipulates the same punishment
for the man who has induced another to a clime, as fo1· the perpetJ-ator himself.
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visible, the chief culprits shall, if they have committed this offence
only once, be sent to a distant prov!nce into lifelong banishment.
Should they have committed it twice, they shall be sent into such
banishment to the remotest province where a malarious climate
reigns (Kwangtung); but should they have perpetrated the crime
three times, they shall be strangled (Comp. the first fundamental art.):
As for the accomplices: - if guilty of the offence for the first time,
they shall be banished for four years; if they have committed it
twice, they shall be· sent into lifelong banishment to a distant province; having committed the offence three times, they shall be banished
to the most distant province where malarious diseases reign; and having
repeated it more than three times , they shall be strangled.
Seventh Supplementary Article.
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>>If among the ignorant people which is led astray by the fun g·
s h u i theories, anybody, pretending without valid reasons that hE
ought to wash the . remains and examine them_, should exhume thE
bones of his buried father or mother, or of a superior and seni9r
member of his family for whom he must observe mourning in
one of the five degrees, and examine the bones and augur good
or evil therefrom, he shall be sentenced as if he had mangled
the corpse or thrown it away, but in accordance ·with (the relationship existing between him and th~ dead man according to) the
rescripts on mourning (See the third fundamental art.). Those who
have assisted him in washing and examining the bones, shall all
be dea.lt with as accomplices; and the headman of the ward and
his assistants, if they have hushed up the matter, shall be punished
with one hundred blows with the long stick, as required by the
law against those who, knowing that any one intends to do harm to
another, do not immediately take measures to ·prevent the conspirator.
»If the remains are transferred into another grave for valid reasons
and with observance of .the proper ceremonial, the case is, according
to the (second) fundamental artic~e, not actionable.

.·
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Eighth Supplementary Article.
(Enao.ted in this ah'ape in 1810)
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»If. iP a case of wilful murder committed in a riot the murderers
suggest the mutil~tion or mangling of the corpse, or the ca.s'ting of
it into the water, those who suffer the corpse to be carried off and
thrown away shall all be punished, as accomplices, under the (third)
fundameD:tal article which provides against the throwing away of
corpses, and, without its being taken into consideration whether
they have or have not received any wounds on the spot, th~y shall
receive one hundred blows with the long stick and be banished

'
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tor three years 1 • Should th~ murderers have effa~ed vestiges of
the riot by burying the corpse, the men who have tolerated
their carrying away the same and burying it shall .- if it be
judicially proved that they were present on the spot and had a
hand in the affray or were wounded, in which case !he law
requires the highest number of blows ever inflicted - also receive
one hundred blows with the long .stick and be banished for three
years. But those who have merely been present on the spot without
receiving wounds, being thus only guilty of having suffered the
culprits to bear the corpse away and bury it, shall come under the
(sixth) fundamental article which provides against village chiefs and
neighbours suffering a corpse to he thrown away, and be sentenced
to sixty blows with the long stick and banishment for one year.
»[Should in the above case other persons than the rioters have
suggested a mangling of the corpse or the throwing of it away, 9r
have effaced traces of the fact by burying it, they shall be adjudged
in accordance with the (third) fundamental article which contains
provisos against those acting as chief .culprits in the crime of throwing
away a corpse, and be punishe.d with one hundred blows with the
long stick and transportation for life to a distance of three thousand
·
miles.]
» Shou1d the corpse not be lost, each of the above punishments
shall be abated one degree. And if the corpse has been conveyed
away and buried by men who were paid for their work or were
unacquainted with the circumstances of the case, they shall fall under
the (sixth) fundamental article which contains provisos against those
who, when a person is found dead within the precincts of a place,
do not inform the magistrates or arbitmrily transfer the corpse to
another spot and bury it, and , like such offenders, receive eighty
blows with the long stick.
»Now passing on to cases of theft and robbery. If in a ship on
a lake or river there occur a tight in which some one is killed ,
and his corpse falls into the water, floats away and is not rescued;
or if somewhere in the mountains on a steep and dangerous path ·
any one should meet with a cruel death by violence, which may
occasion his corpse to be swallowed up by a brook - in both of
these cases, if originally there existed no intention to mutilate the
corpse or to cnst it away, senten0e shall be pronounced according
1 That is to say, with one degree less punishment than the third fundamental
article requires for the chief olfenders. It is a geneml rule in China that accomplices arP punished one degree less severely than the chief culprits.
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to the fundamental laws against homicide, and the article concerning
the throwing away of dead bodies is here not applicable.
»And if in a house, in the dark, an attack has been made,
entailing manslaughter in consequence of fornication or robbery, or
if thieves or robbers have murderously assailed any one in the open
field or on the public highroad, then to those who cannot be
brought up for trial for this crime, but who have tolerated the
mutilation of the corpse, its being cast away, buried or taken to an
abyss or well and thrown therein, the (sixth) fundamental article
containing provisos ~gainst those who, when a person is found dead
within the precincts of a place, do not inform the magistrates, but
secretly transfer it elsewhere and hide it in the ground, shall be
applicable, that is to say, eighty blows with the long stick shall be
inflicted upon them. And if in consequence of their non-activity the
corpse was lost, the (sixth) fundamental article against those who,
when a dead body is found within the pr~incts of a place, transfer it to another spot, so that it is lost, shall be applicable to them,
and a hundred blows with the long stick shall be inflicted.
»If, after such a murder , some one, harbouring feelings of hatred
and .revenge, in a fit of cruelty mutilates the corpse or throws it into
the water or the fire, or cuts and hacks, injmes and wounds it, he
shall be sentenced according to the (third) fundamental article which
contains provisos against mutilating or throwing away of dead bodies.
>>All other persons who have accompanied the perpetrators of the
crime, helped them in the attack -or taken an active part in the
fight, shall, if accused of the throwing away or the mangling of the
corpse, or of its transportation to another spot, or of its burial etc.,
be specially tried under the application of the provisos contained
in the present supplementary article.
Ninth Supplementary Article.
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>>Whenever people have fraudulently buried a corpse- apart from
the cases when they have encroached upon the grave of another,
dug it up, opened the coffin, or rendered the corpse visible, for
which crimes they are to be punished according to the fundamental and supplementary articles - if then, after that b-urial has
been performed, the grave be dug up by the owner of the ground
and the corpse thrown away or mutilated, it shall not be taken
into consideration whether the buried corps~ is that of a superior:
or senior family member (of the buriers) or an inferior or junior
relation of• theirs, but to all of them the fundamental law shAll be
applic!lhle. which contains provisos against forcible appropriation of
grounds which are reserved by the Government or belong to the
people (Comp. the fifth supplementary article) , viz. one hundred
blows with the long stick shall be inflicted , followed by a lifelong
,banishment to a country three thousand miles away.
>>Should such a fraudulent burial have been performed in burial ground which is owned by another, or in the close proximity of a
tumulus without incroaching upon the grave itself, then, in case
the owner of the ground has dug up the (new) grave and has acted
as above, the- same law which demands transportation for life for
forcible appro.priation of grounds shall be applicable (to the buriers),
but with a reduction of one degree, so that the punishment shall
amount t0 ooe hundred blows with the long stic_k and banishment
for three years.
>>And if they haft only fraudulently buried the deaq in a field
or in an ordinary plot of ground, again the same law shall be
. applicable to , them, but with a reduction of two degrees, so that
they shaH <l.eceive ninety blows with the long stick and be banisher
for two 'jC'itlrs ·a nd a half.
>>Besides, (in each of these three cases) the family of the offenders
shall be enjoined to remove t~_ remains within one month, and
if they do not do so, they shall be placed in the ·c angue, no more
to be released from it until the day on which the order is executed. 'fhe geomancers and the advocates who have induced the
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culprits to perform the fraudulent burial , shall be punished together
with the chief offenders.
Tenih Supplementary Article.
(Enacted _in tbie shape in 1845)
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>>Should children or grandchildren dig up the grave of their
parent or grandparent, no distinction between chief culprits and
accomplices shall be made. If they have begun the work, but not
yet rendered the coffin or the vault visible , they shall be strangled ,
without postponement of execution till their sentence has been confirmed. Should the coffin or the vault have been rendered visible,
they shall all be beheaded, likewise without such postponement;
and if they have openerl the coffin and rendered the corpse visible,
or if they have mutilated the remains, or cast them away, they
shall all undergo slow death by the knives 1 (Comp. fundamental
art. II and III).
»If people have opened the coffins in three graves, rendering
the corpses visible, they shall all, excepted the chief culprits, wh?
shall . suffer slow death by the knives, be transported to Ili and
there be placed in government thraldom. If the chief culprits or
1 The punishmen.t also applied in cases of parricide, matricicle and rebellion. It

il,

is called l in g-c h •i, generally written ~
~hough the correct form is ~ -~ •
The word means »ignominious slashing". •It is", says the commentary to the Code,
•to be inflicted in the ·following manne1·: The criminal is sliced and -slashed until
•there remain no fleshy parts on his body. After this, the male organsaredestroyed
»with the knife, or, in the case of a woman, the female '>rgan, and then the body
»is vicerated, in order to extinguish life. Subsequently thtl limbs a1·e seve1·ed f1·om
»the . trunk and the bones destroyed, after which no more Is done": ~ ~ ;;ff

z,

um
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~ i*, 'P11d ffil •
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w~J
~·, -:k JtiJ ~~M, tU ~ilwtf ~ $ ~ lfli . 111 ~~
~ j~ }j¥, ~~ ~ 'Jt ffij ~ B . Chapte,.'4, I. ::1. It seems, boweve1·, that
practically the mutilation is confined to a few slashel! quickly followed by decapitation.
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accomplices are superior and senior relations of the buried persons,
or inferior and junior relations , or people not belonging to their
family,. they must be severally sentenced, in their capacity of chief
culprits or accomplices, in accordance with the mourning which
they must observe (for the buried persons), or in accordance with
the circumstance of their being · no relations of the same.

Eleventh Supplementary Article.
(Oating from 11106)
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people declare a dead man to be a devil who causes drought,
and dig up his grave and mangle the corpse, the chief offenders
shall suffer under the (first) fundamental article which provides
against the digging up of graves with the opening of the coffin and
rendering visible of the corpse, and be sentenced to strangulation,
but be kept in jail to await the confirmation of their sentence
by the higher authorities. If it has been proved at the judicial
nvestigation that the culprits cannot really be suspected of having
used the accusation of the dead as a pretext, their sentence shall
at the provincial autumn revision be ranked among those which
are to be delayed (and sent to Peking for Imperial confirmation);
but if it be proved that they have acterl. from a grudge, or in
au outburst of hatred, the cnse shall at the autumnal revision be
placed among the cases properly verified (and not Le sent up to the
Metropolis).
»As to the accomplices who have assisted in digging up the grave
nnd mangling the corpse , they shall be l:ient into lifeloug Lmaishment in a province not far distant, or, if they are over fifty years
of age, to an adjacent ' province; and those who have done nothing
more than tolerate the crime or have accompanied the culprits ,
without moving their hands , shall receive one hundred blows with
the long stick and be banished for three years.
>>If
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Twelfth Supplementary Article.
(Enacted in this shape ill 1814)
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>)Sons or grandsons who steal a coffih containing. the QOrpse of
their parent or grandparent not yet buried temporarily or for good, ·
shall' whether they are chief culprits or accomplices' be beheaded
without postponement of the execution till their sentence has been
confirmed by the higher authorities, if they have opened the coffin
and rendered the corpse visible. Should they not have opened
the coffin or the vault , but unmistakable marks be found that a
beginning of this crime had been made , they shall all be. strangled,
without postponement of their execution for confirmation of their
sentence.
»If, in the above cases, there be among the chief culprits and
accomplices superior and senior or inferior and junior relations of
the dead person, or me~bers of other fam!Jies, each one must be
severally sentenced , in his capacity of chief culprit or 'accomplice ,
in accordance with the mourning which h~ must. observe (for · the
dead person), or in accordance with the circumstance of his ~eing
no relation of the same.
·
Thirteenth Supplementary Article.
(Enacted in this ahape in 1814)
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»Inferior or junior members of a family, who have stolen a
coffin containing the corpse of ~ superior or senior relation not yet
buried temporarily or for good, shall, if they must mourn for the
defunct, be sentenced as follows, should they not have opened the
coffin or the vault: - in case they acted as chief culprits, they
shall be banished for life to a most distant province four thousand
miles away if they are inferior or junior relations who must mourn
in the second degree; and to lifelong transportation to a distant
province if they are such relations in the three lower degrees of
mourning. In case they have acted the part of accomplices, they
shall be sent into lifelong banishment to a distant province if they
belong to the mourners of the second degree; and if they are
mourners of the three lower degrees, to a province not far away.
»But, if they have opened the coffin and rendered the corpse
visible, chief culprits who are inferior or junior relatives of the
dead person and must mourn for him in the second degree, shall
be decidedly banished for life to a most distant province where
the climate is malarious, such as Y unnan , K weicheu , K wangsi , or
Kwangtung; or if they are such relations in the three lower degrees
of mourning, they shall be sent into lifelong banishment to a most
distant province four thousand miles away. And of the accomplices,
those who rank among the inferior and junior mourners in the
second degree shall be banished for life to a most distant province
four thousand miles away, and such as rank among those in the
third, fo·urth or fifth degree, to a distant province.
»Should, in the above cases, there be among the chief culprits
and aCcomplices superior and senior relations of the dead person,
or members of other families, each one ·must b~ severally sentenced,
in his capacity of chief culprit or accomplie;e, in accordance with
the mourning he must observe (for the dead person), or in accordance with the circumstance of his being no relation of the same.
Fourteenth Supplementary Article.
(Dating from 1870)
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» Infenor ·or junior" members of a family, who have dug up
the grave of a superior or senior relation without rendering the
coffin or vault visible, shall , if they must mourn for the defunct, .
be · sentenced as follows : - in case they have acted as chief culprits, they shal.l be banished for life to a most distant province
four thousand miles away if they are inferior or junior relations who
must mourn in the second degree, and subjected to lifelong banishment
in a distant province if they are such relations in the t&ree lower
degrees of mourning. If they have been engaged in the crime as
accomplices, they shall be banished for life to a distant province
should they be relations in the second degree ; but if they are relations in the three lower degrees, to a province not far away.
, If the coffin or vault has been rendered visible, the chief culprits, if they are inferior pr junior relations of the dead who
must mourn for him in the second degree, shall be sent decidedly
into lifelong banishment to a most distant province where a malarious climate reigns , such as Y unnan , K weicheu , K wangsi 01
K wangtung; but if they are such relations in the three lower degreef
of mourning, they shall be sent . into lifelong banishment to a
most distant province, four thousand miles away. And of the accom·
plices, those inferior and junior relations who rank in the second
degree of mourning shall be sent into lifelong banishment to a
most distant province, four thousand miles away, and such as
rank in the three lowest degrees, to a distant province.
>>Should the chief offet:tders or accomplices be superior and
senior relations of the dead person , or people not belonging to his
family, then they must be severally sentenced, in .their capacity
of chief offenders or accomplices, in accordance with the mourning
which they must observe (for the occupant of the desecrated grave),
or in accordance with the circamstance of their being no relations
of the 'same.
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>>Persons who have opened the coffin of a dead person of whom
they are inferior or junior relations and rendered the co!·pse visible,
or have sawn a seam in the coffin or out a hole in it' shall'
whether they are chief culprits or accomplices, all be brought up
for trial and sentenced according to the (first) supplementary article
which contains provisos against such crimes when perpetrated against
an ordinary person, without jts being taken into consideration whether
they are relatives in the second, thi_rd, fourth or .fifth degree ot
mourning.
Fifteenth Supplementary Article.
(Dating from 1810)
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>>Superior or senior members of a family, who have stolen away
a coffin which contains the corpse of an inferior or junior relation
not yet buried temporarily or for good, shall , if they must mourn
for the defunct, be sentenced as follows, should they have opened
the coffin and rendered the corpse visible : - if they are superior
or senior relations who must mourn in the fifth degree, they shall,
if they have acted as chief offenders, come under the (second)
fundamental ~icle which stipulates one hundred blows with the
long stick and three years banishment for those who dig up the
grave of an inferior or junior relation, open the coffin and render
the corpse visible, but they shall be punished one degree less
severely. Should they not have opened the coffin or the vault,
their punishment shall be abated one degree more. And if they
are superior or senior relations in the fourth degree of mourning
or in a higher degree, their punishment shall, if they have acted
as chief offenders, be reduced in proportion, in accordance with
the same fundamental article. Should they have acted as accomplices, each of them shall be punished one degree less severely
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than the chief offenders, in accordance with their relationship as
established by the degrees of mourning.
>>If among the chief culprits or accomplices in the crime th.ere
are inferior or junior relations of the dead person, or people who
are no relations of his, then they must be severally sentenced, in
their capacity of chief culprits or accomplices, in accordance with
.the mourning they must observe (for the deceased), or in accordance with the cil'Cu~stance of their being no re~ations of the same.
Sixteenth Supplementary Article.
(Dating in thil reriaed ahape from 1870)
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>>If any party have opened a grave, taken the coffin out of it
and set a ransom upon it, then, if they have already received a
ransom, those who have suggested the deed , their accomplices and
those who have lent a helping hand in digging up the coffin and
removing it, shall come under the fundamental laf which provides against those who have appropriated wealth by 1 ~obbery with
main force 1 , that is to say, both th~ chief offendtlrs and their
accomplices shall be condemned to be beheaded with the sword,
~nrl their execution shall not . be postponed for co~firmation of
the sentenqe by the higher authorities. Those who ~ave .followed
close. at their heels, or have been present at the scene of the
crime as spectators, shall be deported to Turkestan :and there be
given in slavery to the soldiery of the authorities. .Afnd if the offenders have not yet received a ransom, the fundamental law which
provides agairist appropriating wealth by robbery with main force
shall likewise be applied to the chief culprits and 'they shall be
1 See chapter 23 of the Code 1 § ~

itt , ttft! first fundamental article.
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·decapitated, without postponement of their execution till their sentence has been .confirmed, and all the accomplices shall be sent
to . Turkestan and there be given into slavery to the soldiery of
the authorities.
»Should the offenders, after opening the grave, have thrown
away the remairis on the road and then accused somebody else of a
m~er, the law . which provides against appropriating goo~ by
main force shall also in this case be ~pplicable to them and d~
capitation without revision of the sentence be- the punishment of
them, all , no distinctiqn being made b~tween chief culprits and
aceomplices.
_,
Seventeenth Supplementary Article.
(Dating from 1821)
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»He who has levelled a tumulus belonging to others and made
a field or garden of it, shall, if he has not rendered the coffin
or. the vault visible and has levelled only one grave, be- punished
with one hundred blows with the long stick in accordance with the
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(fifth) fundamental article. But if he has levelled several tumuli,
his punishment shall be increased one degree for every three, up
to one hundred blows and three years banishment as a maximum
>>Should inferior or junior members of a family violate the grave
of a superior or senior relation in the above way, their punishment
shall, in case t~e perpetrators are mourners in the three lowest
degrees , be one degree more severe than if they had violated the
grave of a person not belonging to their family, and it shall again
be increased by one degree if they are mourners in the ser..ond
degree. Should sons or grandsons level the grave of an ancestor,
or slaves that of their master, or workmen that of their e~ployer, ·
they shall receive one hundred blows &nd be banished for three .
years. These punishments shall be increased one degree for each
extra grave levelled by them; but such increase shall never entail
the pain of death on the culprits, nor shall it ever exceed lifelong
banishment to a most distant. province with a malarious climate,
such as Yunnan, Kwei-cheu, Kwangtung or Kwangsi.
»If people who have levelled another's grave fraudulently sell the
· ground, they shall, if they have received money, be sentenqed as
for ordinary theft according to the amount received, in accordance
with the fundamental law concerning such offence 1 , but with the
addition of one . degree of punishment. If but a small sum has
been obtained by the sale , each culprit shall be punished· one
degree mo1·e severely than if he had merely levelled . the grave.
And if those who have bought the ground were aware of the circumstance~ of the case , they shall be puilished in the same way
as the offenders ; but they shall not be punished if they have bought
it unwittingly.
»And if people who have levelled another's grave appropriate .
the ground by abuse of power and then fraudulently sell it or keep ·
possession of it, sentence of temporary or lifelong banishment shall
'be pronounced on them, in accordance with the supplementary
articles, in proportion to the size of the ground in question.
>>·Should, in levelling the ground, the coffin or the 'corpse become
visible m; the remains be thrown away or mutilated, so that the
supplementary articles requiring lifelong banishment, decapitation,
strangling, or slow death by the knives, become applicable, then in
each of these cases the severest punishment required by the supplementary article relevant hereto shall be applied.
_ _1 _9omp.

~~te

1 on page 869.
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>>-Should ilons or grandsons sell their family sepulchral grounds
because of poverty, but leave the graves as they are, sacrificing
upon them and sweeping them ·(on the established annual dates) ~
without levelling them, there being, moreover, no q1,1estion of
fraudulent sale I then •such case WOUld 00t fall under, this article,
Eighteenth Supplementary Article.
(Dati.Dg from ~891)

~If . slaves or hired workmen steal the coffin which contains their
master's or employer's corpse not yet buried temporarily or.for good,
they. shall, if the coffin· was not opened 'by them, ·b ut unmistakable
signs 8l'A . found that a beginning had been made for such purpose, fall
under the (third) supplementary article which provides against the
opening of (their master's or employer's) grave without the coffin ·
being rendered ~isible, that is to say, the chief culprits shall be
strangled, after having been detained in prison for ·confirmation
of their s~ntenoo by the higher authorities, and the accomplices
shall be sent into lifelong banishment ·to a province not far distant.
»Should they have opened the coffin and rendered the corpse
visible, they shall come u·nder the (third) supplementary article which
. provides against the digging up of (their master's or employer's).
grave so that the coffin or vault is rendered visible, that is to
say, the chief culprits shall be strangled and their execution not be
.postponed till the sentence has ·been con·f irmed, and t~e accomplices
too shall ~ ~t~angled, after having been kept in jail for confirmation of ·their sentence by the higher authorities.
f» And if they ~ave mutilated I thrown away or beaten the corp~ >
or · to~ it about, they shall fall · under the same supplementary
article and both chief culprits and accomplices shSU be beheaded ,
without their sentence being subjected to. revision by the higher
authorities.
·
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Nineteenth Supplementary Article.
(Dating from 1821)
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>>When graves have been dug up, or. coffins containing corpses
not yet buried temporarily or for good have been stolen, whether
the coffins in those. gi'a.v~s · have been opened or not, or whether
seams have been sawn or holes made in those stolen coffins, or
other matters of the kind have occurred, then for every offender
the punis_hment shall be fixed after comparing together the sundry
punishments he is liable to. for each of those crimes, either in the
capacity of chief culprit or accomplice.
»Should a man have many times stolen a corpse in the capacity of
either chief culprit or accomplice, then the punishments he is liable to
for all the cases in which he has acted in either of these capacities
must be compared, and the severest punishment be inflicted upon
him. Should the punishment for the ca.ses in which he has acted
~s chief culprit, calculated by comparison, turn out not to be heavy,
it is allowed to place such cases among those in which he has
acted· as accomplice, and to fix his punishment by the same comparative method; but neyer shall the cases in which he has acted
as accomplice be so compared with those in which he has acted
as chief culprit. Neither is it allowed to place th() cases in which
he has stolen a coffin containing a corpse not yet buried temporarily or for good, or in which he has sawn a seam in such a ·
coffin, or chiseled a hole in it, among the cases in which· he
has opened a grave and rendered the coffin visible, or has opened
such a coffin and rendered the corpse visible, and to inflict the
punishment resulting from such comparison. ·
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Twentieth Supplementaey Article.
( Oating from 1821)
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~>if a salaried keeper or custodian of a grave digs up the same,
whether he opens the coffin or the vault, or not; or if a free
person who is a slave in name and has to perform duties as
such, steals the coffin containing his master's corpse not yet buried .
temporarily or for good, and saws a seam in it or makes a
hole ~ it, the culprit shall, whether he has opened the grave
or eommitted the theft himself, or has permitted others to do so,
be sentenced according to the present laws just as any ordinary
person who has co~n:mitted the same crime in the capacity of.
chief culprit or accomplice~ with an addition of one degree of
punishment if he should incur lifelong banishment or a lighter
punishment; for if he incurs the penalty of death, this may ~ot
be increased.
Twenty-ftrst Supplementary Article.
(Enacted in this shape in 1870)
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Whosoever digs up the grav~ of an Imperial prince of the third
or fourth order (Bei-leh .or Bei-tsz~ or of one of a lower
degree, or the grave of the consort of a prince·, or of any one of
similar rank, having opened the coffin or vault and rendered the
~rpse visible, shall, if he has acted in the capacity of chief culprit, be decapitated with the sword and the execution not be
postponed till the sentence has been confirmed ; his head shall
be exposed in p.ublic as a warning to the people, and the accomplices shall all be strangled, without postponement for the confirmation of the sentence. Should the coffin have been rendered
merely visible, the chief culprits shall be strangled without postponement of the execution till their sentence is confirmed,_and the
accomplices be strangled after having· been kept in custody till such
a confirmation arrives. And if they have not dug so far as to reach
the coffin, the chief culprits shall be strangled after having been
kept in jail till their sentence has been confirmed by the higher
authorities, and the accomplices be sent into lifelong banishment
in a distant province:
»This article shall also apply to those who have dug up the
mausoleum of an emperor or ruler of a former dynasty, or the
grave of an ancient sage or renowned statesman of whom a tablet
inscribed with ·the name is worshipped at the official sacrifices of
the State in obedience to the Collective Statutes, or the grave of
a feudatory Imperial prince or any othc.r prince of the nearest
Imperial kin of the past dynasty, or of any one who has then ·
inherited such a rank by birth. ·
"' Those who have dug up the grave of an Imperial prince of
the second generation of the past dynasty invested with a fief,
or of any one who then was, after his death; invested with the
dignity of feudatory Imperial prince, shall be punished one degree
more severely tha~. those who have dug up the grave of an ordinary
individual, except when they incur the pain of death, in which case
they shall be sentenced as ·if they. had dug up the grave of an
ordinary person.
>>The gold and silver which· in any of the above ~ses might
have been exhumed:, shall be delivered to the Provincial GovernorGeneral or Governor. who shall order the local magistrates to repair
the violated grave. The pearls, precious articles and other things
which the royal inmate of the grave wore on his body, shall
again be placed in the tomb,
»
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'l'wenty-aeOQnd

"upplemen~ ~ticle•.

(Dating from 1826)
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. ».If a husband mangles or casts away the corpse of his wife, the
(third) fundamental article which contains provisos against superior
and senior relations who mangle or cast away the corpse of an inferior
or' junior member of their family for whom they must mourn in the
second .d egree, shall be applicable to him and he accordingly be
con<!emned to a p·unishment which stands four degrees h~gher t.han
the bastinado and transportation which would have to be inflicted
on him had he committed the same crime against a person not
related to him, viz. to seventy blows with the long stick and banishment for · one year and a half. Should the corpse .not be lo8t or the
mangling only. affect the hair, his punishment shall be diminished
one degree and thus · a.mo· mt to sixty blows with the long stick
and baijishment for one year.
Twenty·third

Suppleme~tary

(Dating from 1869)
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»Whenever theft has taken place in connection with digging up
a grave, sawing a seam in a coffin or making a hole in it, then
only in ease some spoil has been appropriated shall the quantity
thereof be minutely calculated, in order to sentence the culprit in
proportion to its value 1• Should the punishment required for such
an amount of spoil be lighter than that which the culprit would
have to suffer for the crime proper (the violation of the grave or the
coffin), the articles relevant hereto shaH be applied; hut should the
contrary be the case, the heavier punishment shall be inflicted.
1 Comp. note 1 on page 869.
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Certainly 1t would hardly be possible to find more palpable evi'dence of the great stress which the rulers of the Chinese nation
lay upQn the inviolability of the dead and their graves, than
·the above collection of law&, providing so minutely against their
desecration in every imaginable form. Probably we do not go
beyond the truth when 'We say that no people on the face of the
earth possesses a Codex on this head of like extent and severity,
and this again suggests that thJ Religion of the Human Corpse
is nowhere so highly developed as in China. And still our readers
must not suppose that these laws include everything which the
present dynasty has enacted on the subject. An article, the text
of which has been given on page 133 , forbids the people to leave
the dead unburied for over a year; others, which will be reproduced
in the last chapter of this Volume, forbid their being thrown into the
water, or their being burnt 1 • Even to corpses of executed criminals
the Code gives its protection, prescribing that >>he who after an
>> execution mutilates the corpse shall be punished with fifty blows
»with the short bamboo stick" 1 . Elsewhere we read: >>He who
>>-mutilates or spoils in another's sepulchal ground inscribed stone
» tablets or stone animals, shall be punished with eighty blows
>> with the lon~ stick" 3 • » And any person who , within the precincts
»of an imperial mausoleum, has caused a fire by accident, shall,
>> if the fue did not spread, receive eighty blows with the long stick
» a.o1d be banished for two years; but if it spreads over the forest
>> which covers the mountains, or attacks the trees growing in the
,, burial ~ound, he shall be punished with one hundred of such blows
»and lifelong banishment to a country two thousand miles distant"'·
But this article is by no means the only one by which the Government ·protects the trees which, since very ancient times, filial descendants hav.e deemed it a holy duty to plant upon the graves of
1 See ~bapter 17 of the Code, §
2
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their ancestors. A whole series of laws have been enacted for the
-purpose. This will appear natural I:Sther than surprising to such
of our readers as reinelllber from our dissertation on sepulchral
trees (pp. 460 aqq.) the important place they have ever held in the
Religion of the Dead since times im~emorial. We place these
articles before our readers as found in an edition of the Code
published in 1882.
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CHAPTER XXI1I OP THE LAWS OP THE CJR.BAT TSCING DYNASTY• .
ORUIIN.A.L ~.A.WS. - . REBELLION, ROBBERY AND TBEPT, . 1.
STEALING TREES PROM MAUSOLEA.

Fundamental. Artiole.
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»Those lfhO steal tree& which grow in a mausoleum, sha~ all be
punished with one hundred blows with the long stick and banishment for three years, whether they have acted as chief culprits or
as accomplices. And if trees which gro',V within another's sepulchral
ground are stolen, the chief culprits shall receive eighty blows with
the long stick and the accomplices be chastised one degree· less
severely.
.
· >>Should the punishment inflicted for the theft of things of the same
value as the stolen trees be heavier than the banishment or the blows
inflicted ·by this. article, the punishment for the theft of such an
amount of spoil shall be inflicted \ with an increase of o~e degree.
1 Comp. note 1 at the foot of page 869.
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"First Supplementary Article.
(Enacted in this shape in 1826)
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»In general there exist, both in front of the high grounds (in which
the Imperial mausolea are situated) and at the back thereof, limits
upon which it is not allowed to trespass. Should any one inside the
red post~ fell trees with a thievish intent, take away earth or stones,
erect a kiln and burn pottery or bricks, or set the hills on fire,
he shall be puiii.shed as if he had violated the fundamental article

·
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against stealing Imperial implements aBBigned for the Great Imperial Sacrifice to the Deity (Heaven) ·1, that is to say, he shall
be beheaded, after the Imperial confirmation of his sentence has
been asked for and obtained. And his accomplices shall be banished
for life to a province not far distant.
>>If people with a thievish intent fell trees belonging to Government outside the red posts, but still inside the limits of the grounds
reserved to the Government, or if they open the mountains there
to collect stones , or dig in the earth to make a. canal, or erect a
kiln for burning pottery or bricks , or set the hills on fire, they
shall be punished one degree less severely than if they had done
the same thing within the red posts, provided the crime be perpetrated outside the latter and within the white posts; that is to
say, the chief culprits shall be condemned to lifelong banishment
in a province not far distant, and the accomplices be beaten with
one hundred blows of the long stick and be banished for three years.
Gathering fuel, branches or leaves are acts which, according to former
supplementary laws, need not be forbidden; further, taking away ot
earth and digging away of declivities for no more than one c hang,
for the purpose of repairing people's houses or graves, or fetching
to this end loose stones from the mountains, which are not bigger
than one c hang, or felling and removing trees which are their private
property, having been planted by themselves, - all such things'·
not being forbidden, do not fall under this law.
>>Should an offence such as the above have taken place outside
the white posts and within the blue posts , the chief culprits shall
receive one hundred blows with the long stick and be banished for
three years, and the accomplices shall undergo a punishment one
degree less severe, namely, ninety blows with the long stick and
banishment for two years and a half. And if it has been committed
outside the blue posts, but still in the grounds reserved for Government use, the chief culprits shall receive the last mentioned punishment, and their accomplices one a degree leBB severe, viz., ninety
blows and banishment for two years.
»If theft of articles of the same value as the appropriated (or damaged)
things should require a punishment heavier than such banishment,
then in each of the above cases the punishment required for the theft of
mch an amount of spoil shall be inflicted, increased by one degree
»Should the landmarks. of the Government reservation grounds
1 See chapter 23 of the Code.
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be placed beyond twenty miles, the boundaries shall nevertheless
be deemed to terminate at twenty; and if they are placed within
twenty. miles, the boundaries· shall be considered to ·terminate at
the points to whioh the Government grounds extend.
»If officials or soldiers (settled in the mausoleum-grounds as
guardians) have wittingly tolerated an offence such as the above
for a bribe, they shall, if the -culprits proper have to be punished
with lifelong or temporary banishment, be imprisoned together
with them and receive the same punishment. And if the appropriated (or damaged) things represent a considerable value, their
value shall be calculated, and the heavier of the two punishments
required by the violated laws shall be inflicted upon them. Should
the perpetrators, however, deserve decapitation, those officials and
soldiers shall be sentenced to strangulation.
>>And should they "ilot have received any bribes, but secretly have
informed the offenders, so that the latter could effect their escape, they
shall, if the offenders are to be pu.-:Iished with lifelong or temporary
banishment, be imprisoned with them and receive the same punishment. But if the offenders are sentenced to decapitation, such officia)s
an.d soldiers shall be punished one d6cDTee less severely, and be banished
for life to the most distant province with a malarious climate
>> T~ose who have merely been negligent in maintaining the
regulations regarding the guarding of the ground , shall , if th~y
are soldiers, be chastised with one hundred blows with the long
stick, and if they are officials, be delivered over to the Board to
which they belong, and be brought up for trial by it.
Second Supplementary Article.
(Dating from 1801)
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»If so!lle wicked individual has wittingly bought trees growing in
a sepulchral ground, he shall, if it be the sons or grandsons who
have fraudulently- sold them to him, receive a punishment one degree
less severe than that imposed on the latter .for such sale.
>>Should other individuals have thus fraudulently sold the trees,
no account shall be taken of the number of the latter, nor of
the circumstance whether they have been already felled or not,
but the buyer shall, if he has committed the act for the first
time, be punished with one hund.red blows with the long stick
and exposure in the cangue for one month. Should he have committed the crime twice, he shall receive the same number of blows
and be exposed in the cangue during three months ; if three times,
he shall come under the provisos of the supplementary article
against those who commit a theft for the third time, and be subject to one hundred blows with the long stick, followed by lifelong
transportation to a region three thousand miles distant. His accomplices shall be punished one degree less severely, and their punishment be commuted by one degree more if the trees have not yet been
felled ·; and if they have acted unwittingly, they shall go unpunished.
>>He who has bought buildings, stone tablets, stones, · bricks,
tiles or wooden structures belonging to a grave ground, shall be
.punish~d one degree less ~verely than the individual who has
fi:audulently sold those things to him.
» The trees and other articles shall , in the first case, be confiscated,
and, in the second case, ·be given back to the legal owners.
Third Supplementary Article.
(Enacted iu tbia abape in 1814.)
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"He who fraudulently fells trees which grow on a grave belonging
to others. shall' if for the first time' be punished with one hundred
blo\_Vs with .the long stick and an exposure i~ th~ cangue for a
month, and on · the aecond offence, with the. same number of blows
and such an expos~e during three months. Should the punishment
required for theft of things of the same value as the felled trees be
heavier than the said maximum of blows which is ever inflicted,
the culprit shall , in &CCQrdance with the fundamental article, receive
the punishment required for theft of that amount of spoil, with an
increase of one degree. And should the culprit have committed the
crime three times, he shall be tried under the law against theft
committed three times and, in proportion to the value of the stolen
goods, be sentenced either to transportation for life, or to strangu~
lation with postponement of the execution till the sentence has been
confirmed by the higher .authorities.
»If some individuals have clubbed together and fraudulently felled
grave trees several times 'within the lapse of ten days, then, if they
have committed this crime six or more times and the number of
trees felled exceeds thirty, so as to cause their work to resemble
the enterprise of a band of thieves, it shall not be inquired into
whether they have rendered themselves ·g uilty of any crime at a
former date, but they shall be sentenced to transportation for life,
according to the supplementary article against the brigandage of
banditti 1 . And if they have felled grave trees during several
days in succession, from three to six times, the nJimber of trees
ranging from .t en to thirty, then the same supplementary article shall
be applied with proportionate mitigations of punishment, and mere.
temporary banishment be pronounced. In each of the above cases
every convict shall be branded, as required by the law of theft.
>>If the fraudulent felling of trees have taken place but once or
twice, then the case shall be treated as if it were a first offence,
and sentence be. pronounced in accordance with the first rescripts
(contained in this article).
»Fraudulent sale of buildings, stone tablets, stones, bricks, tiles

f!

1 This article 1 inserted in chapter 24 of the Code 1 §
~ 1 prescribes that
such convicts shall be sent into lifelong banishment to Yunnan 1 Kweicheu 1 Kwang~
tung 1 or Kwangsi.

~
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or wooden structures .from a grave ground which belongs to others,
must be punished as ordinary theft in proportion to the value of
the things in question; but the perpetrators neefl not be branded.
Fourth Supplementary article.
(Dating in this shape from 1810)
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»Sons or grandsons who have felled· and sold for private ends
from one to five high and big trees standing arrayed in rows in
front of their grandfather's or father's sepulchral grounds, or detached
along the sides thereof, shall be castigated with one hundred
blows with the long stick and be exposed in the cangue for one
month. Should they have felled and sold from six to ten of such
trees, they shall receive the same number of blows and be placed
in the cangue for two months, and if they have cut down eleven
or more trees, up to twenty, one hundred blows with the long
stick shall be inflicted, together with banishment for three years.
If Bannermen are sentenced to such banishment, a. cangue penalty
lasting three months in all, shall be inflicted upon them by instalments.
,, Should the theft of things of the same value as the trees felled
require a heavier p-unishment, then the above cases shall be punished
as theft, with an increase of one degree, and the sons or grandsons
accordingly undergo the heavier punishment.
»If twent.v-one trees or more have been felled and sold, the
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culprits shall, if they are Bannermen., be banished to Kirin and
be . placed 'there in Government thraldom ; and if· they are civil
, subjects ; they shall be banished fo.r life to a distant province.
»The bastinado must in the above cases not be inflicted severely
if the trees were .Planted sP?-rsely a1ong the sides .of the grave, or
if they were not high and. :big.
. · "If the trees in question were ·ol'otten or withered and were
felled and sold for private .ends witho~t the authorities having been
apprised of the matter' eighty blows with the long stick shall be ('
inflicted, &a in this case the law is not to be applied in its full
severity.
,, .
»Persons charged with guarding the grave, and such like persons,
as also 11laves, shall, if they have sold· grave trees with .thievish
intent,, receive the same punishments as are prescribed in this article. .
» Wh~n 1:m1ldings, stone tablets, stones, bricks, tiles or wooden
structures of a burial ground have been sold with thievish intent, the
sons, grandsons or· slaves who have done this deed, !ilhall be punished
for theft in proportion to the val~e <;>f the spoil, but with in increase
of one degree of punishment.
·
Fifth Supplementary Article.
(Enacted in this shape in 184.5)
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»If people secretly sl~p into such parts of a mausoleum as lie
inside the .red posts or the great avenue, and steal or beat the sacrificial animals kept there_, the. chief offenders shall be exposed in
the cangue for two months; in proximity to the spot where the deed
was committed, and thereafter be banished for life to the remotest
province· where malarious diseases · prevail. Their accomplices shall
be placed in the cangue for one month, receive one hundred blows
with the long stick and be banished for· three years.
»They who, harbouring the intention to steal sacrificial animals
59
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in a mausoleum, drop fire, thus causing shrubs and trees to catch
fire, shall be exposed in the cangue for two months in proximity
to the place wher~ the offence has been committed and, after the
expiration of this time, be banished to Turkestan, where it shall
be decided into which localities they are to be distributed to live
in Government thraldom. Their accomplices shall be placed in the
cangue for one. month, reccive one hundred blows with the long
stick and be banished for three years. And if the fire has attacked
halls or buildings, walls or inclosures , the chief offenders shall be
condemned to strangulation, and be kept in jail to await confirmation
of their sentence by the higher authorities; and their accomplices
shall receive one hundred blows with the long stick and be banished
to a region three thousand miles distant.
Sixth Supplementary Article.
(Enact~d

in 1880)
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ON THEFT OP GINSENG FROM AN IMPERIAL MAUSOJ,EUll.
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>>If Bannermen, civil subjects or any one whosoever dig ginseng 1

with thievish intent within the red posts of a mausoleum , to the
weight of fifty taels or more. the chief offenders shall come under
the fundamental law which provides against stealing Imperial implements assigned for the Great Imperial Sacrifices to Heaven 1, and
. be beheaded accordingly, but the Imperial confirmation of the
sente.nce will first have to be obtained. Their accomplices shall be
relegated to Turkestan. and there be given as slaves to the soldiery.
The chief culprits shall be condemned to this iatter punishment
if the unearthed ginseng weighs twenty or more taels. and their
accomplices in this case shall be castigated with one hundred blows
with the long stick and be banished for life to a region three
thousand miles distant. Should the weight be ten or more than
ten taels. the punishment for the chief offenders shall be lifelong
banishment in a malarious province, viz. Yunnan, Kweicheu, Kwangtung or Kwangsi, and for the accomplices one hundred blows with
transportation to a distance of two thousand miles; and should it
be ten taels or less. the chief culprits shall be banished for life to
a country not ·far distant, and the accomplices be beaten with one
hundred blows and be banished for three years.
»If ginseng has been dug up without the red post. but within
the white ones, the punishments shall be as follows: - for a
weight of fifty taels or more, strangulation of the chief culprits,
with imprisonment until their sentence has been confirmed by the
higher authorities. and lifelong banishment of the accomplice's to o.
province not far distant. For twenty taels or more, lifelong banishment of the chief offenders to a malarious region, viz. Yunnan ,
Kweicheu, Kwangtung or Kwangsi, and flagellation of the accomplices with one hundred blows, together with lifelong banishment to a region three thousand miles distant. For ten taels or
more, the chief culprits shall be deported for life to a province
1 The well known root of a plant (Am lia quinque{olia?), which is much valued
as a medecine and commands very high prices in China.
2 Comp. the fi rst supplementary article.
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not far off, and for a weight of less than ten tael~, th~y shall
receive one hundred blows with the long stick and be transported
for life to a country three thousand miles off; and for each of these
quantities the accomplices shall receive one hundred blows and be
banished for three years.
»And should the · digging have taken place outside the white
and inside the blue posts, both the chief culprits and the accomplices shall be differently punished in a way such as the supplementary law which provides for those digging in the soil for ginseng
with a thievish intent demands.
·
·
»If no ginseng has been found by the offenders, the punishments above specified in this article for cases in which it. has been
obtained, shall be inflicted with a mitigation of one degree.
>>Those wno have wittingly sold such ginseng shall be punished_
one degree less severely than the persons who have secretly dug it
up; but they shall not be li.able to punishment if they have sold
it without. being aware of its origin.
·
>>If in the above cases ginseng has been appropriated, the chief
culprits and the accomplices shall all be branded with · the characters: >>Theft of ginseng belonging to the Government"; but no
branding shall take place if no ginseng has been appropriated, norshali the persons who have sold it be branded~ The ginseng and
things (that have served for the unearthing of it?) shall be confiscated by the Government. If Bannermen have committed the offence,
they shall be deprived of their Bannermanship and ·be sentenced
according to the laws in force for civil subjects.
>>Should petty officials or.· s~ldiers (charged with the guarding of ·
the mausoleum grounds) have wilfully connived a.t the offence for a
bribe, they shall be punished in the same degrr;e as the offenders,
proper, unless the penalty of death has to be inflicted upon these
latter. And if the ·quantity of ginseng is considerable, the punishmen.t
required for theft of things of. its value shall be e&-lculated and, if it
is heavier than the punishments mentioned in this article, be.'inflicted
upon the culprits. Should the offenders proper incur decapitat_ion, the
chief culprits among the bribed officials or soldiers shall be condemned
'to strangulation' and be execu~ed without confi:r-mation of their
sentence by the higher authorities; but if the offenders have incurred
such strangulation, those officials and soldiers shall be sent to Turkestan, ·there to be placed in different localities in Government thraldom.Those who have merely been remiss in maintaining the regulations with respect to_the .guarding of the ground, shall, if they are
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soldiers, receive one hundred blows with the long stick, and if
they are officials, they shall be delivered over to the Board to
which they belong, to be brought up for trial by it.
Seventh Supplementary Artiole.
(Dating from 18112)
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»Those who with a thievish intent have felled trees or hewn off
branches thereof in an Imperial mausoleum, within the walledin grounds, shall, if they ·have acted in the capacity of chief
cUlprits, first be exposed for two months in the cangue in the
locality where the crime has been committed, and then be sent
into lifelong banishment in a near province. Should they have
done so in the grounds not surrounded "by walls, but within the
red· posts, they shall be punished as if they had done so within
the immured ·parts. If the offence have been committed outside the
red and within the white posts, the chief culprits shall receiv.e one
hundred blows with the long stick and be banished for three years,
and if the crime has been perpetrated outside the white and within
the blue . posts, they shall merely receive the hundred blows; but
in each o{ these two cases they ~hall be placed in the cangue for
one month. Finally, if ·they have committed the deed beyond the
blue posts, but in the grounds reserved to the Government, the chief
offenders shall receive one hundred blows with the long stick.
>> Aecomplices in all the above cases shall be sentenced to one degree
less punishment than that which is required for the. chief culprits..
"If the offence have been committed outside the immured parts,
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and no whi~ or blue posts were standing there, the case shall
be dealt with as if it had been committed in · the grounds reserved
to the Government.
»If petty officials or soldiers attached to the place have willingly
connived at the deed for a bribe. or have secretly warned the perpetrators. so that they could es-cape, they shall receive the same
punishment as the men arrested".

Burial of uncared-for Human R~naina by the Autltoritiea. Ojicial
.Aaaiatance afforded to the Poor .in burying their Dead.
If it be admitted that .the Cheu li is a work actually dating
from the Cheu dynasty, we may infer .from it that already in preChristian times the Government of China was not indifferent about ·
its subjects being properly buried. and even went so far as to
charge itself with the duty .of commi:ttipg to the earth ,tluman
remains neglected by others. Indeed. this book contains certain
rescripts concerning the burial places of the people and the official .
control to be exercised over them • rescriptS :which have 'been reproduced by us· on page 830. Moreover. we read therein:
>>The Officer whose duty it is to provide against carrion-insects,
>> is charged with the removal of putrid human rema'ins. Whenever
>> a Great Sacrifice takes place in (the suburbs of) the capital, he
» shall ordain that unclean matter be cleared away in the villages
>>of the district, and that those · who have been punished with
»corporal mutilation, and people· in penal servitude or wearing
» mourning dress. are not to be admit~d into the suburbs. He shall
>>act in the same way when there. is a great concentration of troops
>> or a solemn reception of high visitors. When · a corpse is found
>> on the road , he shall order it to be buried and boards to be
>>fixed up, inscribed with the date of the day and month; the
" clothes and · effects which were on the corpse he shall ~ang .up
>>at the dwelling of the local officer, to be 'kept there for the
>> relations. He is also charged with the maintenance of the ordi>> nances which are in force in the capital for the. treatment of
>>human remains in a state of decay" 1•
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